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Introduction & Rationale 
AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER (ASD)
Social behavior deficits
Restricted interests and 
repetitive behaviors
(Lai et al., 2014)





What are the causes of this disorder…
Introduction & Rationale 





Chen & Kriegstein, 2015
ASD MODEL
Introduction & Rationale 
RATIONALE AND HYPOTHESIS
Rationale
Why use both a genetic and environmental risk factor?
• Same variants with widely heterogenous disease presentations
• Very little is known about modifiers of the disease 
Hypothesis 
CNTNAP 2 deficiency interacts with maternal immune activation by Poly-IC 
to exacerbate autism related symptoms…
Introduction & Rationale 
Attention in ASD
Rat medial PFC
Laubach et al., 2018Thaqib et al., 2018
VOYTEKlab., 2017
Methods 





4. Omission (No interaction) 
CNTNAP2(+/+) / Saline
CNTNAP2(+/+) / Poly I:C CNTNAP2(-/-) / Poly I:C
CNTNAP2(-/-) / Saline
Results 
Training – Baseline 13 
Accuracy Omission
Results 




Testing – Short Delay 
Accuracy Omission
Results 






















Findings – MIA and Response Inhibition
Duque et al., 2012
Cntnap2 -/- Poly I:C
?
Ferguson & Gao, 2018
Conclusion 
Findings – Genetic Knockout and Repetitive Behavior
Kohls et al., 2014 Peñagarikano et al., 2011
Conclusion 
Findings – Alternative Explanation
ACC Hyperactivity Decreased Inhibitory Conductance
Hall, 2011
Okamoto et al., 2018
Conclusion 
Future Directions
Scott et al., 2019
Trial-Unique Non-Matching to Location Task – Spatial 
Working Memory
Conclusion 
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